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Books of Note
Cairns: Messengers In Stone
By David B. Williams
Seattle: Mountaineers Books, 2012
158 pages. ISBN 978-1-59485-681-5.
Price: $15.95 (paperback);
ISBN 978-1-59485-682-2. Price: $12.95 (e-book).
I’m a little embarrassed to admit that
despite working and living in the White Mountains
of New Hampshire for many years, I’ve never given
deep thought to the magnificent piles of rocks, called
cairns, that mark our trails above treeline. Of course, as a hiker I’ve often
relied on cairns to find my way through dense fog, feeling the relief that
comes with finding one cairn after another. On early morning hikes from
Lakes of the Clouds hut to the summit of Mount Washington, I remember
feeling with joy that my only company was the white-throated sparrow and
the deliberately placed piles of rock. I’ve built cairns as a trail worker—taking
great pride in using the right-sized stones, placed in the right line of sight
necessary to protect both hikers and plants. And I’ve torn down cairns that
were built by hikers in inappropriate places, directing others’ off trail or onto
sensitive vegetation.
But I never gave them much thought outside my limited world until I
read this book. David Williams gives readers both a whirlwind tour and a love
letter to the ways in which humans have used cairns.
Williams shows the reader that cairns are much more than a pile of
rocks—although a pile of rocks isn’t so bad after all: The book gives an excited
explanation of the qualities of igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic cairn
building. To him, cairns are a proof of humans’ innate goodness toward one
another: “At its core . . . cairn building is an act of generosity, something you
do to help others. In this interpretation, making a heap of rocks that guides
another fits the definition of altruism, or doing something for someone with
no expected return or reward.”
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And our human love of stone shows our connections to the earth and
our sense of place upon it: “The cairn becomes a tangible sign of the bond
between people and place, an acknowledgement of a relationship that we
value. Cairns are a sign of community-of hikers, of family, of humanity.”
Taking us beyond the hiking world, Williams presents a much deeper
way of looking at cairns: leading us into not only their geology but also their
ecology, archaeology, paleontology and sociology. It turns out that cairns can
be found across the globe, from the Golan Heights to the arctic; they can
be traced back to 4,000 BCE and have been used to mark just about every
human endeavor. There are even bird-dung loving lichens, known as species
ornithocoprophilous, that feed on the dung deposited by birds that perch
on cairns.
Williams paints a wonderfully intimate portrait of our relationship
with stone. One of my favorite cairn tales isn’t in this book, however—
although I’m confident Williams would make good use of it. Many years
ago—before global positioning systems and cell phones were common in the
backcountry—someone I’m close to was given the job of tearing down cairns
that marked an unauthorized trail in the White Mountains. It was a great
assignment. He got to spend the day in a remote ravine, destroying cairns
as he climbed higher and higher. The only trouble emerged when he neared
the end of the now-obliterated trail. As is common in the White Mountains,
clouds began to form, and then to lower ominously, until our hero found
himself enshrouded in fog. The cairns that had so clearly marked his way
up were now a part of history. Suddenly it didn’t seem so smart to have
removed the cairns on the way up the trail. Not having much choice, he
slowly made his way down remembering as best he could where the piles of
stone had been.
Williams worries that our reliance on GPS technology will lead us away
from our connection to cairns and, therefore, our connection to other people:
I worry that the new technology may render our use of natural clues
and cairns obsolete. More and more people now carry GPS units in
the backcountry, so much so that the classic urban “hunch” of a person
bent slightly, head tilted down, staring at a screen, has become a common trailside feature. Are these people relying too much on technology
and not enough on the subtle details around them? Will they no longer
look for the reassuring cairn letting them know that others have been
there before?
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Cairns: Messengers in Stone gleefully relays the human relationship with
stones. Stones that have marked our passages through mountains, recorded
our achievements and chronicled our defeats, covered our dead and formed
a link with animals and plants throughout millennia. I like to think that
regardless of technology, there will always be those connections, often
chronicled in stone, that link each of us to the land and to those who have
come before. David Williams’ book serves as a good reminder of why that
link is so important.
—Rebecca Oreskes

Himalaya: The Exploration and Conquest
of the Greatest Mountains on Earth
Edited by Philip Parker; Introduced by Peter Hillary
New York: Conway Publishing,
Distributed by Sterling Publishing Co. Ltd., 2013
192 pages. ISBN: 9781844862153.
Price: $29.95 (hardcover)
Anyone who has ever laced up hiking boots
and strolled even to such a modest but elegant summit as Mount Willard
in New Hampshire’s White Mountains has fantasized about scaling—or at
least shivered while simply contemplating—the tallest peaks on Earth, the
Himalaya.
But those of us accustomed to Appalachians that top off at just above a
mile in elevation can’t fathom the immensity and majestic grandeur of a range
with fourteen peaks towering five times higher, whose very names evoke wonder and awe—among them K2, Kangchenjunga, Changtse, Nuptse, Lhotse,
and of course, the king of them all, Everest.
When I gazed from a distance at the fabled, 29,029-foot summit while
trekking years ago in Nepal’s Khumbu, it seemed as inaccessible and inhospitable as the surface of the moon—yet I instantly understood why Everest and
the Himalaya have for centuries exuded a powerful magnetic force of sorts,
drawing explorers and adventurers from around the globe.
	I also knew then that was as close as I’d ever get to the summit and would
therefore have to experience an ascent the way most of us do: vicariously. This
extraordinary volume with its insightful essays, detailed historic, geologic,
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and political narratives, informative maps and of course, exquisite photographs, provides just such an “expedition.”
Editor Philip Parker and his gifted team of writers, photographers, and
cartographers present a stunning chronological compendium of humans’
forays into the 1,500-mile-long range that covers new ground beyond the
well-trod tales of George Mallory and Edmund Hillary.
	I especially enjoyed the numerous short pieces that highlight not just other
climbing pioneers but also present fascinating, odd tidbits, such as British scientist George Finch’s development of improved clothing and use of bottled
oxygen in the 1920s:
Practical and creative, he made a prototype down-filled duvet jacket, in contrast to the wool and tweed sported by the rest of the team. Unlike the other
skeptics, he was also convinced that the only sensible way to attempt Everest
was with the aid of supplementary oxygen. Stuck for two days in a storm at
the top camp, he found that regular puffs of bottled oxygen staved off the
most debilitating effects of altitude (in his case alternating oxygen with puffs
on a cigarette!).

Vintage photographs of these visionary adventurers and their sparse gear
reinforce the remarkable accomplishments—and tragic consequences of
many early expeditions.
Twelve overview maps also clearly outline the routes—but, like most coffee-table books, Himalaya best succeeds with its superlative photography.
Readers viewing these spectacular images will have the same experience as
those who snapped the pictures: They will take your breath away.
—Steve Fagin

Last Hours on Everest: The Gripping Story
of Mallory & Irvine’s Fatal Ascent
By Graham Hoyland
London: Collins, 2013
310 pages. ISBN: 978-0-00-745575-1.
Price: $26.99 (hardcover)
If George Mallory and Andrew Irvine
had simply disappeared without a trace on their
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Everest attempt that June 8, 1924, they would have left behind an insoluble
mystery. Instead, tantalizing clues have appeared: Noel Odell’s glimpse of
them their final day in 1924; then Irvine’s ax being found in 1933; and—
most dramatic and unexpected—the discovery of Mallory’s body in 1999.
This is the 90th year since the disappearance, and new speculations abound.
Maybe the climbers were defeated by the “Second Step,” the one (formidable) obstacle on their route; maybe they surmounted the Step, maybe Odell
saw them there or not, maybe they descended to an alternate route. . . .
That’s just a start. One of the latest to weigh the evidence and speculate is
Graham Hoyland. He has certainly paid his dues: Everest “has cost me my
marriage, my home and half my possessions.” In return for this high price,
Hoyland has climbed the mountain and responded to the inevitable question:
Did they reach the top?
His conclusion is that they did not. He thus joins the ranks of other experienced climbers, many of whom wish that the success they doubt were actual.
His chapter “Weighing the Evidence” is comprehensive and judicious. He
divides the evidence into “reliable” and less so. The latter includes—rightly, I
think—that final day sighting. “Odell changed his story so much,” Hoyland
says, that his claims are inconclusive. Although he was a fine observer, Odell
was a long away from the climbers. If he really saw a brisk ascent of one of
the ridge’s “steps,” it could not plausibly have been the second one. That steep
outcrop is now surmounted by a ladder installed in 1975. But for the ladder,
it would be an enormous obstacle—all the more for climbers in 1924 gear,
without pitons. One conjecture is that the climbers abandoned their attempt
on the Step and descended into the Norton Couloir farther along. Unlikely,
but, like similar theories, not impossible either.
Perhaps Hoyland’s greatest contribution to the debate is his analysis of the
weather that June 8. Odell’s report describes a “squall” on the ridge. Hoyland
thinks conditions were far worse. In collaboration with two University of
Toronto professors, he published an article demonstrating the unusually low
barometric pressure that season, which would have exacerbated the difficulties
that the two climbers faced.
An obsessive adventurer, Hoyland weaves his own story into Mallory’s.
He describes his cousin, T. H. Somervell, twice on Everest with Mallory, who
became a missionary doctor in India. You can find a gallery of books on
Mallory, but few on Somervell (read his autobiography, After Everest [Hodder
& Stoughton, 1936]). Only a few days before June 8, Somervell and Edward
Norton climbed above 28,000 feet, a record. Unlike Mallory and Irvine, they
used no supplementary oxygen.
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We meet Hoyland’s uncle (killed on Mont Blanc in 1934) and “the young
woman who would eventually become my ex-wife.” And we learn of his
chagrin at being roughly invalided off the expedition that later found
Mallory, as well as his quarrels with other theorists about that last climb.
The part of the book that has regrettably received the most popular
attention is a claim that Mallory’s body was sighted in the 1930s by the
great Everester Frank Smythe, who looked through a telescope at Base
Camp. (This assertion is also found in Tony Smythe’s very recent biography,
My Father, Frank [Vertebrate Publishing, 2013].) This adds little to the story
but begs the question of why he kept the discovery so quiet. Smythe’s answer:
“The press would make an unpleasant sensation.”
Hoyland’s claim that he “has finally solved the mystery” of Mallory and
Irvine is presumptuous. His analysis is plausible but hardly definitive. Perhaps
someday a camera will be found, on Irvine’s body or elsewhere, with film
that answers the question. More likely, the story will remain like one of those
vexing undecidable propositions in mathematics: They reached the top or
they didn’t, but we will never be able to prove it either way.
—Steven Jervis

Over the Top: How One Move
Changed a Climber’s Life
By Russell Fralick
Grand Rapids, Michigan:
Discovery House Publishers, 2013
240 pages. ISBN 978-1-57293-751-2.
Price: $12.99 (paperback)
Technical climbers, it seems, are never more
than one slip away from plunging off a cliff. Those
who suffer that fate are either mourned as daring but
ill-fated adventurers, or castigated as careless klutzes.
Meanwhile, those who survive, either because of superior training, reliable
equipment, good luck, or a combination of all three, occasionally experience
epiphanies. Russell Fralick, a daredevil who scaled sheer walls in his native
British Lake District and Southwest China’s Karakoram before a near-death
experience while climbing in Norway, falls into this second category.
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	In this book, Fralick describes how he and his buddy Dave inadvertently
strayed from a safer route while climbing a 1,000-foot-high roadside crag.
They meandered into a waterfall, ran out of daylight and energy, and found
themselves, quite literally, at the end of their rope.
“There was no way around it. We were stuck. The two of us stood on a flat
section of rock, almost like a pool, our boots submerged in the water, and we
stared into the blackness that was swallowing our waterfall. I put my hands
on my hips and looked up into the night sky and then down at my boots.
All this way to reach a dead end! How unspeakably cruel!”
With no other options, the pair elected to jump, and their survival eventually led to Fralick’s spiritual awakening.
Before the near-disaster, he writes, “My ‘church’ was the pub. . . . a spirit,
to me, still meant Scotch, and I was still noted for my excellent ‘rollies’ (handrolled cigarettes), my loquaciousness in profanity, and my willingness to
comfort almost any available damsel in distress.”
Fralick says the experience brought him closer to God. He writes, “I have
always been a passionate person, and as a climber this was a fuel for the next
ambitious project. Now, however, the object of my passion, rather than the
gratification of my own ego and the advancing of self, is the glorifying of God
and the lifting of who He is and what He has done.”
There’s no question Fralick feels blessed to have survived an ordeal, and
it is not surprising that he feels compelled to express eternal gratitude for his
good fortune.
	Some readers may consider this account inspirational, but I suspect many
will find it requires too great a leap of faith.
—Steve Fagin

Grandma Gatewood’s Walk: The Inspiring
Story of the Woman Who Saved the
Appalachian Trail
By Ben Montgomery
Chicago: Chicago Review Press, 2014
288 pages. ISBN: 978-1-61374-718-6.
Price: $26.95 (hardcover).
Emma Gatewood thru-hiked the Appalachian
Trail in 1955, at age 67, then again in 1957. She hiked
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it a third time, in sections, in 1964. When author Ben Montgomery climbed
Katahdin in September 2012, he met nearly three dozen hikers, each of whom
knew Gatewood. “When it got hard, I’d think about her,” one hiker said.
Montgomery tells her incredible story in greater detail than it’s ever been
told. He drops us at the Mount Oglethorpe trailhead in Georgia (once the
AT’s southern terminus) on May 3, 1955. Gatewood climbs from a taxicab
and packs her gear into a homemade denim sack: Band-Aids, bouillon cubes,
flashlight, notebook, shower curtain for shelter, and a few other carefully
chosen items are all she carries. Then she’s off, and we readers ponder the
lingering question: Why did a grandmother from Ohio in canvas sneakers
decide to attempt what only six people to date had accomplished?
	On her 48th day, reporters started intercepting her, all asking, “Why?” She
fed them banal responses like, “I want to see what’s on the other side of the
hill,” or, “Just for the heck of it.” But a complex portrait emerges in Montgomery’s narrative, which relies on Gatewood’s journals, correspondence, and
interviews with some of her 11 children and 23 grandchildren. We learn about
the years of abuse that Gatewood escaped when she divorced her husband in
1941. We learn that she often sought peace by taking long walks in the woods
and that, although her appearance suggested otherwise, she prepared for her
thru-hikes meticulously, vanishing for days at a time to test her gear.
The story positions Gatewood as a pioneer for female, senior, and ultralight hikers—and as a savior for the AT itself. Gatewood reportedly learned
about the trail from National Geographic, but the realities in 1955 didn’t match
what she’d read, and she talked to the press about them. “This is no trail.
This is a nightmare,” she told a reporter from Sports Illustrated, adding that
she wouldn’t quit. Two years later, Gatewood found the conditions already
had improved. Her tale affected hikers in a big way in her time and remains
relevant and vibrant.
—Marc Chalufour
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Common Mosses of the Northeast and
Appalachians
By Karl B. McKnight, Joseph R. Rohrer,
Kirsten McKnight Ward, and Warren J. Perdrizet
Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 2013
392 pages. ISBN: 978-0-691-15696-5.
Price: $24.95 (paperback)
It may come as a surprise to the average
reader that a one-and-a-half pound, 392-page book
would encompass only common mosses, and even
then, only the common mosses of a limited part of the country. So the prospect of a truly comprehensive guide to mosses is rather daunting. Most people
will feel that the 200 species covered are quite enough, thank you very much.
But not the authors of this field guide. Clearly the book is a labor of love,
even if it covers a mere 200 species. It is beautifully produced with helpful
and appealing illustrations, and the system it uses for identifying species is
carefully thought out and enables amateurs to distinguish among plants that
may have previously appeared as an undifferentiated mass.
However, the authors’ enthusiasm may have led them to overestimate the
general public’s level of knowledge of mosses. The beginning of the book is
likely to confuse anyone who wasn’t paying very close attention in high school
biology class and doesn’t have a very good memory. Rather than starting by
defining mosses (which would have been boringly predictable but rather
helpful), the authors start with an explanation of how to use the guide. This
means, unfortunately, that almost the first thing the reader encounters is the
distinction between acrocarps, pleurocarps, and peat mosses.
The authors eventually back into an explanation of what mosses are,
but only after nine pages of dichotomous charts and another four pages on
how to look at mosses and how to collect them. And even then, the authors
begin with organisms that look like mosses but are not—it’s page 24 before
they actually get to what mosses are. That section on what mosses are not is
helpful, so I recommend readers start with it, on page 22, and then read the
section on mosses before tackling the preceding sections on using the guide.
Before trying out the guide, it’s also worth carefully reading the section on
how to look at mosses, especially the recommendation for magnifying glass
and spray bottle. Mosses are small, the parts used to identify them are even
smaller, and wetting them makes the leaves upright and more visible.
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Dichotomous keys—either/or choices—differentiate moss species. This
process starts with the key charts on pages 10 to 15, where the reader is given
choices of types of moss and their leaf and midrib shapes. Each choice corresponds with a colored tab that features icons of the type of moss and leaf
shape. The reader can go to the appropriate section in the guide and browse,
or can go to the dichotomous key section that starts on page 340 and use the
icons to find the appropriate key to identify the specific species and the pages
on which it appears in the guide. Once the basic distinctions among the
mosses are grasped, this is a fairly intuitive system that makes it easy to find a
species’ listing.
Each species is presented in a two-page spread. The first page has photos
with explanatory captions and line drawings illustrating specific features of
the species, especially those that change over its life cycle. The facing second
page has descriptions of the overall appearance of the moss, how its leaves
and capsules are shaped, and typical habitats, similar appearing species and
how they differ, and microscopic features (presumably for use with samples
collected and taken home).
Following the dichotomous key section comes a key to the types of habitats
where moss grows, with species lists for each habitat. To my disappointment,
the habitat list didn’t include asphalt shingles on the garage roof. That would
have helped with my tentative, but fairly confident, identification of a sample
of Bryum argenteum, or silver moss, on my property. (To be fair, the entry for
silver moss did list roofs as one of its habitats.)
	Once you master its organization, this is an excellent guide, clearly laid
out, helpfully illustrated, with a durable stitched heavy plastic cover, and
printed on water-resistant paper.
—Nat Eddy

High Summits: 370 Famous Peak First
Ascents and Other Significant Events
in Mountaineering History
By Frederick L. Wolfe
Englewood, Colorado:
Hugo House Publishers, Ltd., 2013
703 pages. ISBN 978-1936449-35-4.
Price: $49.95 (hardcover)
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The author introduces this encyclopedic tome as “a reference
on mountaineering history”—an accurate portrayal. It documents significant
first ascents on all five continents and prints a Who’s Who of mountaineering,
beginning with Empedocles in 450 BCE. Alongside the text are diagrammatic
maps, tables, charts, black-and-white photographs, and a couple of Wolfe
family photos.
	It may astonish you, for example, to learn that more than 2,000 people
have died on Mont Blanc, making it by far the deadliest mountain on Earth.
Or, in Appendix III, you will read that of the 26 deaths on Makalu as of
2008, 11 of these occurred on descent. That’s 46 percent, a higher percentage
of deaths-on-descent than on any of the other 8,000-meter peaks.
Many sentences in High Summits begin, “Unfortunately,” followed by
“disappeared,” “vanished,” “was killed,” “fell,” “was swept away,” “succumbed
to exhaustion,” “high-altitude pulmonary edema,” “body was located” or,
most grisly of all, “His remains have continually resurfaced over the years.”
On the brighter side, it seems that mountaineers who survive their obsession
tend to live into their 90s. There is no chart for this, however.
Gearheads, winter campers, and catalog readers will be interested in the
equipment notes. The evolvement of gear, which Wolfe documents, has
helped the sport immensely. Read the history of carabiners, the evolution of
the ice ax, and the improvement of ropes.
	Similarly, Wolfe documents the adoption of new techniques and styles
of climbing. This section has its own index. When was the first documented
use of the pendulum technique for crossing holdless rock? 1911. The dynamic
belay? 1932.
Each section of the book is headed by a splendid quotation from a famous
climber. My favorite is from Hermann Buhl (1924–1957): “Mountaineering
is a restless pursuit. One climbs further and further yet never reaches the
destination. Perhaps that is what gives it its own particular charm. One is
constantly searching for something never to be found.”
Also never to be found is a final compendium. The statistics keep
accumulating. The complete reference book on mountaineering can never be
finished, but Frederick Wolfe has certainly given this colossal task a lifetime’s
labor of love, unlikely to be surpassed for several years.
—Malcolm Meldahl
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On Asher Brown Durand’s
Kindred Spirits (1849)
Oil on canvas, an interpretation
Of the Creator’s hand by human heart.
Summer foliage full, bending trees frame
Clove of the Catskills and Kaaterskill Falls.
Two scenes blended into one; limbs arching,
Shading, pointing across to greater cliffs,
As cascade trace divides the wooded cleft.
A journey awaiting another day.
One bird content to fly within the gorge,
Another looks on from a lower branch,
While still a third sails on higher currents,
Gliding to far mountains, hazy and blue.
The two figures, central, but not centered:
William Cullen Bryant and Thomas Cole.
Poet and painter, paper and canvas,
Realize their callings according to gift,
Bearing witness to earth of cats’ rivers.
Standing on the rock ledge, cantilevered
Over trout stream winding thin through the glen.
Lowering afternoon sun on their backs,
The shadows long across the flat stone perch
Darken broken trees; dusk to claim its time.
Contemplating new art, soon homeward bound,
Knowing the valley gives up its light first.
Paul Weidknecht

Paul Weidknecht’s work has appeared most recently in Philadelphia Stories, Structo
(UK), and The Binnacle. Previous story publications include Rosebud, Shenandoah,
and The Los Angeles Review. He lives in Phillipsburg, New Jersey, where he has
completed a short-story collection.
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“I started reading Appalachia for the accident reports, but I kept
reading for the great features.” — Mohamed Ellozy, subscriber
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